
MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

Get More Done in Less Time with TOUGHBOOK 
and Dragon Law Enforcement

Panasonic and Nuance have partnered to provide law enforcement professionals with a faster and 
more efficient way to complete incident reports and perform other essential tasks — all by voice.

The Nuance® Dragon® Law Enforcement speech recognition solution, now available on Panasonic 
TOUGHBOOK® mobile laptops and tablets, enables officers to dictate incident reports and capture data 
in real time, simply by speaking, thereby streamlining workflows and increasing officer efficiency.

Spend less time on paperwork, more time protecting and serving.

TOUGHBOOK AND DRAGON LAW ENFORCEMENT BENEFITS:

Dictate Reports with Ease  
Using Law Enforcement Specific Terms  
and Phrases

Speed Data Entry  
within Records Management Systems

Improve Report Management  
and Streamline Workflows

Increase Officer Situational Awareness  
in the Patrol Vehicle

Customization  
with Unlimited Multiple User Profiles  
on Single Device 

Return Time to Officers  
for Community Policing Initiatives

Phrase Capture  
to Add Agency Specific Verbiage

Panasonic ProServices Support  
for Deployment



www.TOUGHBOOK.com | 1-888-245-6344
The Nuance® Dragon® Law Enforcement solution enables fast, accurate dictation within the RMS and hands-free license plate look-up for safe and efficient reporting. 
Nuance Dragon Law Enforcement software is supported on all Microsoft Windows based TOUGHBOOK computers.
*No limit to how many Nuance Dragon Law Enforcement profiles can be set up on a single TOUGHBOOK device. The maximum number of user profiles would be determined by the size of the hard drive or solid-state drive. 
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MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

OVERVIEW OF BENEFITS: 
• Dictate Reports with Ease Using Law Enforcement Specific Terms and Phrases  

Create incident reports 3X faster than typing, with up to 99% accuracy using 
conventions like the NATO phonetic alphabet and a customized vocabulary including 
vehicle makes and models, as well as U.S., Canadian and Mexican states, provinces  
and cities.

• Speed Data Entry Within Records Management Systems  
Use fast and accurate dictation to enter data into RMS and CAD systems or other 
applications. Officers or support staff simply dictate anywhere they would normally 
type, and fill and navigate within form fields by voice.

• Improve Report Management and Streamline Workflow  
Nuance’s fast, precise dictation with robust voice command capabilities improves  
in-car documentation productivity, increases report accuracy, and expedites completion 
of reports to meet mandated deadlines.

• Increase Officer Situational Awareness in the Patrol Vehicle  
Voice-driven interaction with TOUGHBOOK devices help officers avoid distracted 
driving, keeping them heads up in the vehicle and situationally aware.

• Return Time to Officers for Community Policing Initiatives  
Law enforcement professionals can dictate reports on TOUGHBOOK mobile computers 
in a fraction of the time it would take typing by hand, enabling them to spend more 
time visible within the community and on patrol.

• Phrase Capture to Add Agency Specific Verbiage  
Dragon Law Enforcement’s dictionary includes an additional 3,000 words specific to 
law enforcement, and the software allows officers to create and capture other unique 
words specific to their agency. Phases are added and saved to your user dictionary for 
future use (i.e. “light ‘em up”).

• Customization with Unlimited Multiple User Profiles on Single Device  
With the Nuance Management Center, centrally manage officer profiles and roll-out 
custom, department wide commands to increase standardization and report quality. 
No limit to user profiles* per TOUGHBOOK mobile computer. Additionally, profile 
customizations are stored in the cloud to enable seamless use across multiple devices, 
when required.

• Panasonic ProServices Support for Deployment  
Panasonic works with your IT department on installation and set-up of Nuance software 
on TOUGHBOOK devices. For agencies that keep the TOUGHBOOK mobile computer 
in the vehicle, officer voice profiles are locally stored on the device. Departments enjoy 
perpetual access to Dragon® for each license acquired.

• Supported on all Windows based TOUGHBOOK devices  
Dragon Law Enforcement speech works with all Panasonic TOUGHBOOK laptops and 
tablets that are Windows based.

To request a demo, please email: B2BSales@us.panasonic.com

Over 77% of law enforcement 
professionals surveyed are 
interested in technology to  
help with incident reporting 

39% of law enforcement 
professionals spend at least  

3–4 hours on reporting duties

Over 50% of an average shift  
is spent on paperwork

60% of law enforcement 
professionals say they spend 25% 
of reporting duties at the station, 

limiting community visibility

Source: Dragon Law Enforcement 2018 Role of Technology in Law Enforcement 
Paperwork annual report 
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